
Checklists
Sadly, most presentations are simply a waste of time: hidden behind a lectern in a darkened room the speaker seeks 

to impress and awe the audience with a rapid succession of PowerPoint slides and an endless barrage of information. 

At commercial presentations customers eagerly await the end of the ‘obligatory routine’ to get on with the business 

side of things. Informative presentations usually go in one ear and out the other, while most talks are so yawn-

inspiring that many listeners happily nod off well before the end.

So are presentations that hard to do? Not really. Excellence in public speaking is not some mysterious gift reserved 

for the talented few, but a question of choosing the right approach. And that’s where so many get it wrong.

This book teaches you step by step how to plan and deliver a presentation that puts the message across. It shows you 

how to become that master speaker who keeps audiences on the edge of their seats.

Experienced speakers will find this book a valuable addition as well. The checklists in the back, for instance, are 

extremely handy for preparing a presentation quickly and effectively. And there are tips for both beginners and 

advanced speakers to help good presenters become even better. 

The authors are communication trainers at the Erasmus University in Rotterdam and are also active as trainers and 

advisers of Ardens Group (www.ardens.com) at various universities, companies and institutions.

 

CHECKLIST 1

Questions to ask the organisation before deciding whether to accept an invitation to make a presentation.

• When is the presentation to be held?

• Where is the presentation to be held?

• Who is organising the event?

• Why am I being asked to make a presentation?

• What exactly is expected of me?

• How much time will I be given?

• How many people will be in the audience?

• Who will be in the audience?

• Who are the other speakers?

CHECKLIST 2

Questions to ask the organisation before writing the presentation.

About the programme

• What is the purpose or main theme of the event?

• What is the full programme of the event?

• Are there other speakers? If so…

  · How many?

  · What will they be talking about?

  · In what order will they appear, and when is it my turn?

• Will there be an opportunity for questions or a discussion after the presentation?

About the venue

• How big is the venue?

• What audiovisuals can I use?

• Will the audiovisuals be provided automatically, or do I need to request them?

• Will I have a microphone and, if so, can I use a wireless one?

About the audience

• How many people will be in the audience?

• Who will be in the audience?

 

CHECKLIST 3

Writing the presentation: the brainstorm method.

STEP 1: Establish your aim

• Informative presentation. What should my audience know/understand by the end of my presentation?

•  Argumentative presentation. What should my audience think by the end of my presentation? What must 

they be convinced of? How do I want them to behave? What do I want them to do or not do?

STEP 2: Brainstorm

• What must, at the very least, be included in my presentation if it is to achieve its aim?

STEP 3: Organise your brainstorm points

•  Divide the core of your presentation into sections and organise your brainstorm points around these. (If 

you wish, use cards for each point.)

STEP 4: Check and choose

•  Taking the ultimate aim of the presentation as your starting point, make a critical selection of those points 

which must be included.

• Bear in mind the required minimum content of the presentation.

• Do not “overload” the presentation.

STEP 5: Establish the final structure

• Put the sections in a logical and understandable order.

STEP 6: Find information

• Focus your search.

• Make sure that the information is up-to-date.

• Make sure that the information is reliable, especially if you found it on the internet.

STEP 7: Write the main part of the presentation

• Make sure that the structure you have established is retained and that the individual sections are clearly 

identifiable.

• Make sure that the individual points in each section flow together smoothly.

• Plan summaries at the end of each section (see Chapter 6).

•  Keep it simple. Avoid literary language, unnecessarily long or difficult words and sentences, jargon, 

double negatives, complicated sentence structures and redundant words.

• Think about how you will be addressing your audience.

STEP 8: Write the conclusion

• Keep the conclusion short and to the point.

• Briefly summarise your main points.

• State that you are reaching the end of the presentation.

• End as positive as possible.

 

STEP 9: Write the introduction

• Introduce yourself to the audience.

•  Say what you are going to talk about. With an informative presentation, state what its aim is. That is not 

always sensible in an argumentative presentation, though.

• State how the presentation will benefit the audience.

• State how long the presentation will last. And keep to that length!

• State when questions can be put.

• Explain how the presentation is structured.

(STEP 10: Prepare for questions)

• Prepare yourself for any obvious questions about your presentation.
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CHECKLIST 4

Mastering the script.

• Do not read out the script word for word, except for literal definitions and quotes.

•  Summarise the script of the presentation using key words written on cue cards. Write on one side of the 

card only, and number each one.

• Practice making the presentation based upon the key words. Do not memorise the script word for word.

• Make sure that the presentation ends as smoothly as it begins.

• Practice speaking aloud.

• Practice speaking on your feet.

• Practice your pauses.

• Practice when to show slides and when to leave the screen blank.

• Practice your presentation over a period of time.

• Practice your presentation in front of others.

CHECKLIST 5

Final checks before entering the room.

• Do you have your script or cue cards with you?

• Do you have your business cards on you?

• Do you have your slides with you?

• Do you have a spare floppy disk, USB pen or CD-ROM with the presentation on it, in case of emergency?

•  Do you have your laptop and all the necessary cables with you? And, if necessary, a separate disk drive and 

a mains adapter?

• Do you have the other technical aids you need?

• Do you have your handouts and other materials?

 

CHECKLIST 6

Pre-presentation preparations.

General

• Make sure that you arrive in plenty of time to deal with any problems.

• Do not eat too much, or too little, before the presentation.

•  Do not drink anything fizzy immediately before the presentation. And never drink alcohol beforehand! 

Do not drink too much coffee if you tend to suffer from a dry mouth.

• Go to the toilet beforehand.

• Check your clothing for stains, open flies, laddered stockings, badly folded collars and the like.

Venue

• Is the furniture arranged properly?

• Is the climate right? (Not too hot, not too cold, properly ventilated, etc.)

• Check where the entrances and exits are.

• If you are going to be using a microphone, check that it is in place and working properly.

• Work out the route from your seat to the speaker’s position.

• Decide where you are going to stand when speaking and when using the audiovisuals.

• Make sure that there is glass of water at the speaker’s position.

• Make sure that your cue cards are in the right order.

Technical

PowerPoint and beamer

• Test and focus the beamer.

• Make sure that everybody can see the screen.

•  Set up the equipment so that the presentation is ready to begin (with a blank screen prior to the first 

slide).

• Make sure that your glass of water is well away from the laptop and beamer.

Overhead projector

• Make sure that your slides are in the right order.

•  Make sure that everybody can see the screen. In particular, make sure that the overhead projector itself is 

not obstructing anybody’s view.

• Make sure that the overhead projector is focused.

•  Make sure that you know how the projector works. Before beginning your presentation, switch it on and 

off once.

•  Most projectors contain a spare lamp which can be activated using a switch or knob. Check this 

beforehand.

• Most projectors have two beam settings: standard and bright. Set the beam correctly beforehand.

 

CHECKLIST 7

Making the presentation. (See Chapter 9.)

• If possible, do not use a lectern.

• Stand as close as possible to the audience, but make sure that people are not looking at your back or side.

• Stand still, with your feet slightly apart.

• Keep your hands apart. Adopt the “tennis ball” stance or hold a pen or your cue cards.

• Speak loudly enough and make use of pauses.

• Look at the entire audience.

CHECKLIST 8

Evaluation of the presentation.

    very good good satisfactory poor very poor

content of presentation

 1 language and formulation  1 2 3 4 5

 2 correspondence with audience knowledge  1 2 3 4 5

 3 depth of content  1 2 3 4 5

 4 appeal of content  1 2 3 4 5

 5 specificity of content  1 2 3 4 5

 6 clarity of presentation’s aim  1 2 3 4 5

 7 structure of presentation (beginning middle end)  1 2 3 4 5

 8 structure of key points  1 2 3 4 5

 9 use of data  1 2 3 4 5

 10 use of arguments  1 2 3 4 5

 11 order of data and arguments  1 2 3 4 5

presentation style

 12 mastery of material  1 2 3 4 5

 13 persuasiveness of speaker  1 2 3 4 5

 14 enthusiasm of speaker  1 2 3 4 5

 15 audibility  1 2 3 4 5

 16 tone of voice  1 2 3 4 5

 17 volume  1 2 3 4 5

 18 tempo  1 2 3 4 5

 19 use of pauses  1 2 3 4 5

 20 posture  1 2 3 4 5

21 stability  1 2 3 4 5

 22 use of hands  1 2 3 4 5

 23 eye contact with audience  1 2 3 4 5

 24 length of presentation  1 2 3 4 5

 25 answers to questions  1 2 3 4 5

use of audiovisuals

 26 added value  1 2 3 4 5

 27 planning  1 2 3 4 5

28 use  1 2 3 4 5

 29 position of screen  1 2 3 4 5

 30 legibility  1 2 3 4 5

 31 design  1 2 3 4 5

The checklists on the next pages are borrowed from the book “The comprehensive guide to speaking in public” by Klaas Wiertzema & Patricia Jansen.
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